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Mornings are always hectic regardless of the healthcare facility—getting patients up, dressed, a visit to the bathroom, maybe morning meds and fasting blood draws—all before breakfast and the daily activities and/or therapies commence. But now there is mounting evidence that blood does not need to be drawn prior to eating! Such medical conclusions may change the early morning paradigm and how patients are managed.

Traditionally, morning blood draws were required for accurate blood glucose and lipid panel results which helped diagnose Metabolic Syndrome, Diabetes and Cardiac Risk. Metabolic Syndrome is a constellation of conditions that place patients at high risk for coronary artery disease.

These include:

1. Type 2 diabetes
2. Obesity
3. High blood pressure
4. Elevated cholesterol and triglycerides (and high LDL (bad) cholesterol and low HDL (good) cholesterol)
5. Elevated insulin levels

Traditional testing has always held that to get baseline values of blood glucose and lipids the patient had to have fasted for at least 8 hours (some suggest 12 hours) prior to the blood draw.
GLUCOSE TESTING
Blood glucose levels were historically used to both diagnose and monitor patients with diabetes. It was a snapshot of the glucose circulating in the blood at a moment in time. Eating most foods would spike the blood sugar and not provide a baseline level that could be compared to previous results. Blood glucose is also used to provide a basic metabolic index that can be translated into a cardiac risk indicator. Many elderly patients residing in Long Term Care (LTC) facilities suffer from some form of Metabolic Syndrome, Diabetes or have other maladies that require the monitoring of glucose. However, studies now show that Hemoglobin A1c is a more useful baseline predictor of disease state than the fasting glucose level. In fact, many national and international health societies have updated their guidelines for disease diagnosis and management of patients using Hemoglobin A1c values. Hemoglobin A1c provides an average blood sugar level over the last 120 days—the lifespan of a red blood cell which carries both glycosylated and non-glycosylated hemoglobin. The percent of glycosylated Hemoglobin is an indirect measurement of the average amount of blood glucose that is circulating. These historical test results provide a better indication of blood sugar control than the fluctuating plasma blood glucose levels.

LIPID AND CHOLESTEROL TESTING
Lipid panels measure Cholesterol, Triglycerides, HDL (good) and LDL (bad) cholesterol components. Most at-risk patients are clinically managed by the LDL test result. Until recently, LDL was a calculated value of total cholesterol minus the HDL minus 1/5 of total triglycerides. Eating any amount of fat can skew the cholesterol baseline results and affect the calculated LDL value. But new technologies now allow for direct measurement of LDL and thus any non-fasting lipid values do not play a role in the final result. A recent study analyzed cholesterol test results from more than 200,000 patients who had eaten anywhere between less than one hour to more than 16 hours before the blood draw. The study concluded that both total cholesterol and HDL varied by less than 2%, while LDL varied by no more than 10%.
These findings allow for both calculated and direct LDL to be measured from non-fasted patients with little effect on their clinical results. Eliminating the fasting requirement before lipid panel tests would be more convenient for patients and for labs, which often get slammed for blood draws in the morning when most fasting patients come in, researchers said. “There are logistic challenges when you’re going to get a fasting sample on everybody,” said Dr. J. Michael Gaziano, who wrote a commentary accompanying the new study.7

**BLOOD POOLING**

Additionally, morning blood draws from bedridden patients can lead to artifacts in testing results. A patient that has had little activity overnight can succumb to a phenomenon often referred to as blood pooling or hemoconcentration.8 That is blood drawn from the arm is not at equilibrium with the rest of the body and can lower blood counts—most alarming is a low Hematocrit or Hemoglobin level. This can lead a medical director to conclude that the patient requires a blood transfusion, and if it is a LTC patient, they may be transported to a local hospital, only to be retested and the Hematocrit or Hemoglobin level is not nearly as low as previously indicated. The process of getting the patient to the hospital has re-equilibrated the blood components and they are more normal and often less alarming, not requiring any intervention. Of course such a transport is not only a concern to the patient and their family members, but represents a considerable expense to the facility or other payer. Furthermore, the laboratory that performed the early morning blood draw is questioned about the quality of the testing result—unfairly so, based on the postural state of the patient.

Such low Hematocrit or Hemoglobin results, resulting from Hemoconcentration, complicate the setting of a threshold for clinical intervention and perhaps a blood transfusion. New evidence from studying 19 different studies, representing over 6000 patients, concluded that hemoglobin thresholds greater than 7-8 gm/dl triggered unnecessary transfusions without adverse associations of mortality, cardiac morbidity, functional recovery or length of hospital stay.9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hemoglobin</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14–18 g/dl</td>
<td>Normal Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8–14 g/dl</td>
<td>Monitor or Repeat if Clinically Indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 8 g/dl</td>
<td>Repeat and if Confirmed, Consider Blood Transfusion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Suggested Guidelines Considering Hemoconcentration Effects

**Blood Pooling or Hemoconcentration can lead to alarmingly low Hematocrit or Hemoglobin results that can send a patient back to the hospital only to appear less critical after a patient is retested at the hospital**
The bottom line is that a facility with a patient who has a low hemoglobin result might be advised to retest the patient following some activities that help equilibrate the blood components, prior to transporting the patient to an ER and potentially transfusing a patient unnecessarily. The study suggests that panic values for clinical intervention might be best set at levels of less than 8 gms/dl hemoglobin without adverse patient affects. Since hospital readmissions are now being tracked and have potential financial penalties associated with them, such guidelines are important for appropriate clinical management of the patient in today’s diminishing reimbursement environment.

Furthermore, more and more long term care facilities are regulating how early patients can be drawn citing patient abuse concerns, thus narrowing the window of opportunity to draw a patient’s blood. The advantage of drawing patients without regard to meal schedules will allow for a more level workload on both nursing and phlebotomy staff without affecting the clinical results. Such a practice would also help prevent hemoconcentration effects.

In conclusion, these studies all conclude early morning fasting blood draws are becoming less necessary for most traditional clinical laboratory test results—and would allow for one less disruption to a patient early in the morning.
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